Six Cloud Data Challenges Solved for Database Administrators
Six Cloud Data Challenges tackles common data issues you’re likely facing as a database administrator. Whether it’s security, scale, performance, or something else, you’re under pressure from management, developers, and customers to deliver seamless data-powered experiences, and this e-book provides actionable answers for the hurdles in your path.

Who should read this e-book?

This e-book is for database administrators facing potential challenges with managing data in the cloud. In the e-book, you’ll find the technical details specific to each scenario. If you’re working through these issues, you’ll be familiar with the concepts unpacked here and, hopefully, find value in the solutions explored.
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Are you getting the most out of the cloud?
If you’re like most database administrators, you’re looking to learn as much about managing data in the cloud as you can.

Sometimes your research is proactive, based on personal interest or a desire to maintain your skills. More likely it’s out of necessity—to help your organization get the most out of its data.

Not long ago, data was primarily hosted on-premises, forcing you to spend considerable time on essential requirements like scalability, availability, and security. While you still must deliver on those essentials, the databases you’re building need to do a lot more: support millions of users, span the globe, make sense of petabytes of data, and delight users in new ways.

Cloud services not only deliver “built-in” scalability and availability, but also provide an unprecedented range of prebuilt functionality for driving innovation into your apps. That means you’re ready to evaluate your next project, without your having to worry about physical infrastructure and the related overhead. The biggest challenge? There’s so much out there that it can be hard to know where to start.

As a database administrator, you’re probably already engaged with the cloud at some level. You may be asking yourself, “Am I getting the most out of the data and AI technologies that are available in the cloud, or am I missing the key ingredients to deliver a meaningful experience?”

If you’re not sure of the answer to this question, you’re not alone—especially when it comes to data. Microsoft internal research shows that, even among Azure users, there’s a very low awareness of key features and functionalities of Azure, plus some initial anxiety around what’s required to run databases in the cloud.¹

¹ Study of US database administrators conducted by phone, commissioned by Microsoft, 30 participants, November 2018.
This e-book examines six of the most common data scenarios that you’re likely to face and maps them to the services you might want to consider as a starting point:

1. **Keeping everything up and running**—how the cloud helps deliver on the essentials, such as scalability and availability, so that you can focus on other things, like performance optimization.

2. **Managing data for a multitenant software-as-a-service (SaaS) app** that can effectively deliver the same services to hundreds or thousands of customers, while ensuring that they can’t see one another’s data.

3. **Supporting an application with global reach**—for example, an app that delivers fast, real-time recommendations to users across multiple countries and regions—without the hassles of complex configurations that span multiple datacenters.

4. **Turning mountains of data into actionable insights** through a combination of big data and advanced analytics.

5. **Employing AI within your database engines** can greatly improve performance and security.

6. **Ensuring security and compliance** across all the data you manage in the cloud.

Like most technologists, you have a myriad of tools and services at your disposal and want to use what works best for you, without compromising how you work. With Microsoft Azure, it’s easy to integrate data into your company’s applications using your preferred data engine and the languages, frameworks, and tools of your choice. Read on to discover how to unlock the full potential of your data—wherever it lives, in whatever form it resides.
Scenario 1:
Enterprise-proven services
No matter what your company’s products do, your IT teams need to ensure that they deliver on the “essentials.”

Let’s face it, every user demands a flawless experience with every interaction, including fast performance, high availability, ironclad security, and uncompromised privacy. But as a DBA, while you know you need to support these core capabilities, you probably don’t want to think about them—let alone be burdened with all the details necessary to ensure their delivery.

To determine whether you can trust a cloud platform to deliver on the basics—in a way that lets you stay flexible and focus on delivering new experiences that delight users—it’s worth asking yourself a few questions:

How can the platform help me avoid negative user experiences like downtime? What does it offer that helps me avoid calls in the middle of the night or data maintenance that requires taking an app or service offline every weekend?

How can the platform help me handle unexpected spikes in workload and avoid complaints about poor performance—without having to pay for a lot of spare capacity that I might rarely need?

Can the platform help me expand to other geographic regions? And when it’s time to do so, will I still have access to the same built-in availability, scalability, and security mechanisms that I’ve come to depend on?

How can the platform help me keep customer data secure? If there are regulatory or compliance requirements, does the platform have the necessary certifications?

More than any other factor, customer experiences determine whether companies thrive and profit, or struggle and fade.

With your short-term investment in choosing the right cloud platform for your data, you’ll soon be reaping the long-term rewards of stability, efficiency, and, ultimately, happy customers.

95 percent of Fortune 500 companies trust the Microsoft Cloud

**Microsoft Azure** services are built cloud-first—ready to deliver all of the above, no matter where you are in the world. Azure runs on a worldwide network of Microsoft-managed datacenters, across 54 (and growing) regions, ensuring global coverage.

With Azure, you don’t need to worry about capacity or performance. You can easily and instantly scale up when more capacity is needed, and then scale down to save money when demand subsides. You can configure Azure to let you know when capacity or performance need attention, or you can configure your Azure storage accounts to scale up and down on their own.

Azure managed services help ensure availability through automatic patching and backups, built-in monitoring and security, and more, so you can stay focused on building resilient databases. Many Azure services are backed by [service-level agreements (SLAs)](https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-service-level-agreements) that include uptime guarantees and downtime credit policies. To ensure business continuity and disaster recovery, you can choose from locally redundant storage (where data is replicated locally within your primary region) or geographically redundant storage, where data is replicated to a secondary region that’s at least 250 miles (400km) away but within the same geography.

What’s more, because Azure is available in 140 countries/regions, you can put your data where its users are. Storage of data can be restricted to a single geography, region, or country, so you always have control over how close your data is to the people who use it.

Azure also provides comprehensive security and identity management tools and services, including advanced threat detection, [Azure Security Center](https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center), [Azure Active Directory](https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory), [Azure Key Vault](https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-vault), and [Azure Multi-Factor Authentication](https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-factor-authentication). And Azure offers the most comprehensive set of compliance offerings (including certifications and attestations) of any cloud service provider. (Security is such an important topic that we cover it separately later, in **Scenario 6: Security and compliance**.)

Whatever you’re building, Azure helps ensure that your customers get enterprise-proven levels of scalability, availability, and security—everything your customers expect. And while Azure takes care of these fundamentals, you get the space to focus on optimizing database performance.
Customer case study: GeekWire

Based in Seattle, Washington, GeekWire is a rapidly growing technology news site with a global readership. Started by veteran tech journalists in 2011, GeekWire quickly established a reputation for fast-breaking industry news and expert analysis.

In the past, GeekWire ran on open-source, WordPress software with a MySQL database, and the site was hosted by a managed services provider dedicated to WordPress. Although that relationship worked well in the beginning, as GeekWire’s popularity and site traffic increased, so did its performance concerns. “We rely heavily on people visiting us from social media and search engines, where performance is a ranking factor, so we need to deliver content very quickly,” says Kevin Lisota, Web Developer at GeekWire.
Eventually, the time came for a better solution. Lisota and his team needed:

- **Increased control**, including visibility into the underlying infrastructure and the ability to diagnose and fix issues themselves.
- **Instant scalability**, so they could easily keep up with rapid growth, without any downtime or conversations with salespeople about “next tier” pricing.

When Lisota learned that Microsoft was launching a fully managed service for MySQL databases, moving to Azure made sense. “Azure Database for MySQL was what we were looking for,” he says. “I don’t have to deal with managing any of the details of the database—I don’t have to patch, scale, or back it up, and can rely on Microsoft to take care of that part of our infrastructure.”

GeekWire’s move to Azure delivered several immediate benefits, including on-demand scalability and reduced administrative overhead. “The biggest benefit of Azure Database for MySQL will be to have Microsoft manage and back up that resource for us so that we can focus on other aspects of the site,” Lisota says. “Plus, we will be able to scale up temporarily as traffic surges and then bring it back down when it is not needed. That’s a big deal for us.”

---

**Our page load times are very low, and we’re able to do it on a more powerful and scalable infrastructure that costs us 45 percent less.**

Kevin Lisota  
Web Developer, GeekWire

---

For more information

- Get credit to try data services with an Azure free account.
- Find out about migrating your data to Microsoft Azure.
- Determine which Azure region is right for you.
- Learn why you can trust Microsoft Azure with your data.

---

Read the entire GeekWire case study.

Hear from other customers who are using Azure.
Scenario 2:
PaaS
Platform as a service (PaaS) is becoming more and more popular across organizations of all sizes. This is happening for many reasons, including time saved in writing code, scalability, continuity, and lower TCO.

To effectively support an app that serves hundreds or thousands of customers, delivers essential elements such as data security and compliance, and offers business continuity, you may want to start by asking these key questions:

How can I most efficiently migrate my on-premises apps to the cloud? How can I keep performance high as overall usage grows? How will I handle varied and unpredictable spikes in demand? How can I uncover real-time performance insights?

How can I ensure continuity for customers? How can I manage customer data at scale, so that I won’t need to onboard new staff linearly as my business grows?

How can I keep customer data secure—and isolate it to ensure that customers can’t access one another’s information? And how can I help my customers ensure secure access across their own user bases?

How can I keep up with compliance obligations in my industry? As the data in my company’s app grows, how can I uncover relationships in the data and gain new insights from it—in areas ranging from app performance to customer behavior?

How can I help my customers visualize their data to gain new insights more quickly and easily—and thus add more value to my app?

If these questions resonate, then you probably already have a firm grasp of what you need from a cloud database solution.

**Azure SQL: Redefining platform as a service**

Azure SQL Database is a fully managed platform as a service (PaaS) database engine that automates updates, provisioning, and backups so you can focus on application development. As your app runs, Azure SQL Database employs built-in machine learning to continuously assess your app’s behavior, tune performance, and automatically improve reliability and data protection—freeing you to focus on other things. And as demand for your PaaS app grows, Azure SQL Database scales on the fly, with virtually no app downtime.
Azure SQL Managed Instance is an intelligent, scalable cloud database service that combines the broadest SQL Server database engine compatibility with all the benefits of a fully managed and evergreen platform as a service. Azure SQL Managed Instance allows existing SQL Server users to lift and shift their entire on-premises applications to the cloud with minimal application and database changes while preserving all PaaS capabilities, such as automated backups and patching.

With Azure SQL Database, you can take advantage of:

**Azure SQL Database**

- **Elastic database jobs**, which let you streamline admin tasks by making changes to many databases at once—ultimately enabling you to manage thousands of databases as one.

- **Hyperscale capabilities** to support your application’s performance. Azure SQL Database Hyperscale adapts to changing requirements and can rapidly scale storage up to 100 TB.

- **In-memory online transaction processing (OLTP)**, which keeps active data in main memory to improve performance by a factor of up to 30—giving you more performance for your money.

- **Evergreen SQL**, ensuring you’re always using the latest SQL Server capabilities, and keeping you from worrying about updates, upgrades, or end of support.

- **Fully managed database automation** of availability, tuning, backups, and other database tasks.

- **A single portal** that lets you view all of your Azure SQL databases, virtual machines, pools, and instances in one place.

- **Columnstore**, which stores table data as columns instead of rows to deliver 10 times the data compression and queries that are up to 10 times faster.

- **Graph processing**, which can make it easier to express certain kinds of queries—and potentially improve query performance—by enabling you to model many-to-many relationships among relational data.

- **Cost optimization with compute that automatically scales**. Provisioned and serverless compute options optimize your application’s performance and costs.

- **Elastic database pools**, which enable cost-effective and predictable pooling of resources to help you handle varied and unpredictable spikes in demand.
• **Data security**, including encryption and advanced threat protection.

• Numerous ways to help keep customer data secure—including **row-level security**, **dynamic data masking**, and the **Always Encrypted** feature.

• Built-in intelligence to further boost app performance and data security—including features such as **Threat Detection**, **Query Performance Insight**, and **Azure SQL Database Advisor**.

**Azure SQL Managed Instance**

• **Elastic database jobs**, which let you streamline admin tasks by making changes to many databases at once—ultimately enabling you to manage thousands of databases as one.

• **Hyperscale capabilities** to support your application’s performance. Azure SQL Database Hyperscale adapts to changing requirements and can rapidly scale storage up to 100 TB.

• **In-memory online transaction processing (OLTP)**, which keeps active data in main memory to improve performance by a factor of up to 30—giving you more performance for your money.

• **Evergreen SQL**, ensuring you’re always using the latest SQL Server capabilities, and keeping you from worrying about updates, upgrades, or end of support.

• Fully managed **database automation** of availability, tuning, backups, and other database tasks.

• **A single portal** that lets you view all of your Azure SQL databases, virtual machines, pools, and instances in one place.

• Near 100% **compatibility with the latest SQL Server** (Enterprise Edition) database engine.

• Native **virtual network (VNet) implementation** to address common security concerns.

• **Easy migration**, with the best PaaS option for migrating your SQL Server database to the cloud.
Cloud migration effort and administration continuum

A list of all major Azure SQL Database features (with links to more information) can be found on the Azure SQL Database features page.

Here’s a summary of key features in Azure SQL Database:

- Fully managed database automates updates, provisioning, and backups so you can focus on application development.

- Flexible and responsive serverless compute and Hyperscale storage to rapidly adapt to your changing requirements.

- Layers of protection, built-in controls, and intelligent threat detection to keep your data secure.

- Built-in AI and built-in high availability maintain peak performance and durability with an SLA of up to 99.995 percent.

Figure 2. Azure SQL Database supports multiple data models for multitenant SaaS apps.
Customer case study: Paychex Inc.

Paychex is a human capital management (HCM) firm that provides time-tracking, payroll and other types of HCM software for millions of workers across two continents. By migrating their on-premises environment to the cloud and using elastic pools in Azure SQL Database, Paychex was able to optimize costs, ensure application availability for customers, and scale to meet growing demand.

One of the key components of the Paychex Flex® suite is Paychex Flex Time, an app used by millions of employees daily to track time worked. Flex Time handles 13 million timecards and 3 million distinct punches every day from a variety of sources, including worksite kiosks, mobile phones, and desktop browsers. Paychex needed an application platform that could ensure continuous operations and scale to meet growing demand while optimizing costs. This task was nearly impossible for their complex on-premises environment, which required heavy maintenance and patching.

Paychex chose Azure SQL for its performance and availability. According to Dave Wilson, sr. director of IT Infrastructure and Architecture at Paychex, the company’s “goal was to offer a world-class, cloud-enabled time and labor application. It needed to scale quickly without having performance or availability bottlenecks due to capacity.”

To ensure privacy and security, Paychex housed each customer within a separate database organized into elastic pools. The pools shared resources at a set price, which optimized costs across databases with varying performance needs.

Automated tools within Azure enabled Paychex to manage its databases without a single new piece of hardware and freed up Paychex engineers from managing infrastructure, licensing, and database spin up and spin down.
"Microsoft’s platform as a service was a differentiator to allow us to realize our vision for a world-class time and labor application."

Dave Wilson
Sr. Director of IT Infrastructure and Architecture, Paychex Inc.

For more information

➢ Get credit to try SQL Database with an Azure free account.
➢ Explore the application development features of Azure SQL Database.
➢ Review the advanced security and compliance features in Azure SQL Database.
➢ Learn how to secure your Azure SQL Database.

Read the entire Paychex case study.

Hear from other customers who are using Azure SQL Database.
Scenario 3: Personalization around the globe
In today’s global economy, apps and their users span the planet. To support rich, real-time personalization at global scale, your company’s app needs fast access to the data that drives this personalization, regardless of where the user is located.

To achieve this, from a data perspective, you need to consider how to:

- Manage and version complex schemas.
- Scale both throughput and storage based on global demand.
- Balance the tradeoffs between the limited consistency models in a distributed database— including latency, availability, throughput, and scalability. (Most databases only offer two models, consistent and eventual, forcing you to choose from one end of the spectrum or the other.)
- Deliver customized, real-time, and highly responsive experiences.
- Ensure an always-on system around the globe.

In addition, to deliver the greatest value, you need to handle a variety of unstructured data at scale. Social media posts, mobile data, document text, application telemetry, and website content are just a few examples of today’s data that doesn’t always fit neatly into rows and columns. You also need to collect and analyze the data needed to drive real-time personalization before you can operationalize it for real-time access.

Ideally, you need a way to meet all these requirements without the hassle of deploying and managing servers, complex configurations of multiple datacenters across several regions, and complex big data, advanced analytics, and machine learning technology to drive personalization.

**Azure Cosmos DB:**

**A globally distributed, multi-model database service**

*Azure Cosmos DB* is designed to provide low latency access to rich data anywhere in the world— making real-time personalization at global scale exactly the type of scenario that Azure Cosmos DB is designed to support. What’s more, with Azure Cosmos DB, you can model your data the way your app requires, using familiar APIs, tools, and frameworks.
**Azure Cosmos DB provides:**

**Turnkey global distribution**—Azure Cosmos DB is currently the only fully managed database service to offer **turnkey global distribution**, letting you put your data where your users are for fast, responsive access. Every database account can be associated with any number of Azure regions, and the data replicates automatically, synchronously, and durably.

**Support for multiple modes and APIs**—Only Azure Cosmos DB empowers you with key-value, graph, and document data in one service. Azure Cosmos DB automatically indexes all data, so you don’t need to worry about schema or index management. You also have your choice of APIs— including SQL, JavaScript, Gremlin, MongoDB, and Azure Table storage.

**Limitless elastic scale around the globe**—With Azure Cosmos DB, you can independently and elastically scale storage and throughput anytime, anywhere across the globe, paying only for the throughput and storage you need.

**Multiple, well-defined consistency choices**—Azure Cosmos DB offers an intuitive programming model and is currently the only non-relational database service to offer five well-defined consistency levels—enabling you to build for the unique needs of your app and best navigate the tradeoffs between consistency, latency, availability, throughput, and scalability.

**Guaranteed low latency**—With its latch-free and write-optimized database engine, Azure Cosmos DB guarantees less than 10-ms latencies on reads and less than 15-ms latencies on (indexed) writes at the 99th percentile.

**Industry-leading, enterprise-grade SLAs**—Azure Cosmos DB is currently the only cloud database service to offer industry-leading SLAs for 99.99 percent availability, latency at the 99th percentile, and guaranteed throughput and consistency.

The capabilities provided by Azure Cosmos DB make it well suited for **many use cases** beyond real-time personalization at global scale—including IoT and telematics, retail and marketing, gaming, web and mobile applications, banking, and other mission-critical, global scenarios.

**Azure Functions:**  
**Enabling a serverless architecture**

By taking advantage of the native integration between Azure Cosmos DB and **Azure Functions**, you can quickly and easily build and deploy event-driven, serverless, personalized apps that have low-latency access to rich data on a global scale.
Because Azure Functions are event-driven, you can simply listen to a change feed from Azure Cosmos DB instead of creating your own listening logic. You can also bind an Azure Function to an Azure Cosmos DB collection using an input binding (which reads data from a container when a function executes) or using an output binding (which writes data to a container when a function completes).

With Azure Functions, there are no limits—you set the parameters and the functions execute in parallel, with the Azure Functions service spinning up as many as times you need. The service creates new instances of functions whenever an event fires and closes them as soon as the function completes. This makes functions good for quick tasks and enables you to only pay for the time your functions are running.

Used together, Azure Cosmos DB and Azure Functions deliver a compelling set of benefits: event-driven, serverless computing at near-infinite global scale, with low-latency access to rich data for serverless apps, app performance that enables a real-time user experience, and freedom from infrastructure through fully managed services.
Obtaining and analyzing the data to drive real-time personalization

You must collect and analyze the data needed to drive real-time personalization before you can operationalize it and push it into Azure Cosmos DB for real-time access. The Azure big data and advanced analytics services you can use to do this—such as Azure HDInsight for analyzing data in Spark or Hadoop environments and Microsoft Power BI to bring that analysis to life—are covered later, in Scenario 4: Big data and advanced analytics.

Customer case study: Next Games

Next Games, maker of the popular mobile strategy game The Walking Dead: No Man’s Land, has been with Azure from the start. By 2017, No Man’s Land had 16 million installations, had generated 120 GB of new data each day, and was handling 11,500 database requests per second. To support continued growth, Next Games needed more storage, increased flexibility, and the ability to maintain availability and performance for users who aren’t geographically close to one another.

To meet those needs, the company adopted Azure Cosmos DB. “We want our game data to always reside in the datacenter closest to the player so that we can load the player data as fast as possible,” says Kalle Hiitola, Chief Technology Officer at Next Games. “[The Azure Cosmos DB] replication feature allows us to do this, so that we always have the data close by the player, no matter which datacenter it comes from.”

Currently, all player data is in Azure Cosmos DB except for the actual saved player file, which is stored in Azure Blob storage. In addition to Azure Cosmos DB and, soon, Service Fabric, Next Games is using Media Services for streaming video, Event Hubs for analytics, Notification Hubs to send push notifications to clients, Traffic Manager for load balancing, and Web Apps for the dashboard, which provides game management.
The good thing about Azure is that we can incrementally add new features Microsoft brings on to Azure into our platform and switch them behind the scenes. You just start a new service, and off you go exploring what it can do for you.

Kalle Hiitola
Chief Technology Officer, Next Games

For more information

- Get credit to try Azure Cosmos DB with an Azure free account.
- Read the technical introduction to Azure Cosmos DB.
- Watch the Introducing Azure Cosmos DB video.
- Learn how to partition and scale in Azure Cosmos DB.
- Check out the sample Azure CLI scripts and Azure PowerShell scripts for Azure Cosmos DB.
- Try Azure Cosmos DB for free without an Azure subscription.
Scenario 4: Big data and advanced analytics
Customers today have high expectations when it comes to speed, consistency, personalization, and more.

While failing to meet those expectations might cause customers to leave, simply delivering what they already expect might not be enough to delight them. So how can you exceed their expectations?

The answer lies in your data—or, more accurately, what you do with it. By capturing more of the data within your enterprise, augmenting it with additional data from your customers and other sources, pulling it all together (both historical and fresh), and examining it in new ways, you can extract the insights you need to deliver compelling digital experiences for every type of customer, across virtually every industry and scenario.

To get the most out of your data, you need a single, scale-out infrastructure on which you can capture and analyze a variety of data at unprecedented volumes and velocity. Specifically, you need to:

Build a highly scalable “big data warehouse” capable of ingesting and processing both structured and unstructured data. Your organization likely has most of the structured data within your walls, such as information on customers, products, and sales. However, you can gain new insights by augmenting that structured data with unstructured data from other, often external sources—such as weather predictions, social media content, media files, streaming IoT data, or application telemetry.

Apply sophisticated machine learning and advanced analytics to find the hidden patterns in your data and derive new insights. Then operationalize those insights via machine-learning models and scoring APIs, and push them back into a globally distributed database like Azure Cosmos DB. Ultimately, the data within your traditional stores is enriched with newly derived insights for real-time personalization and deeper customer engagement.

Leverage the same infrastructure that supports the above two (batch-oriented) processes to implement real-time processing—in other words, a Lambda architecture that supports both batch (cold) and stream (hot) processing methods. With this, your possibilities are endless. Detect fraud in real time. Use IoT telematics to predict which machines on an assembly line might be about to fail. Monitor real-time physiological telemetry to identify life-threatening conditions. You get the idea.
A comprehensive big-data and advanced analytics platform

With the big data and advanced analytics services in Azure, you have a tool set that enables you to do all the above. What’s more, you can provision fast and scale even faster—paying for only what you use. You also benefit from granular security, automatic threat detection, market-leading SLAs, broad compliance certifications, a datacenter network with unprecedented worldwide coverage, and your choice of tools across both Microsoft and open-source services.
Big-data and data warehouse

You can use the following services to store and manage all types of data at hyper-scale:

- For structured data, use Azure SQL Data Warehouse for elastic scalability with massively parallel processing.
- For unstructured data, use Azure Data Lake Store to get massive throughput and analytic performance, with no file-size limits—or use Azure Blob storage if you’re cost-conscious and your needs are more modest.
Analytics and data science

You can use the following services to find the hidden patterns in your data and derive new insights:

- Use Azure Machine Learning to design and publish predictive models.
- Use Azure HDInsight to analyze data in Spark or Hadoop environments (and integrate R or Python code).
- Use Azure Machine Learning and Machine Learning Server for processing big-data jobs.
- Use Azure Stream Analytics for on-demand, real-time streaming analytics.
- Use Azure Analysis Services for enterprise-grade data modeling.
- Use Microsoft Power BI to create rich visualizations that bring your data to life.
Stream processing and information management

You can use the following services to orchestrate stream processing and information management:

- Use **Azure Data Factory** to build pipelines and collect and orchestrate data for easier analysis.
- Use **Azure Event Hubs** to provide a staging area for incoming streaming data.
- Use **Apache Kafka for HDInsight** to buffer high-frequency, low-latency, real-time data.
- Use **Azure Functions** to capture change feeds from underlying operational data stores (such as Azure Cosmos DB) using an event-driven, serverless architecture.
Customer case study: PROS

PROS offers a dynamic pricing service that analyzes thousands of internal and external factors to help customers keep their pricing accurate, competitive, and profitable. PROS achieves this by running enormously complex calculations on multiple terabytes of data. When the company made its move to the cloud, compatibility with Apache Spark, speed, scalability, and high availability were all essential requirements.

PROS chose Microsoft Azure and implemented Microsoft Azure HDInsight, which meant that the company could run its entire service platform on a single architecture. “Moving from on-premises to the cloud was essential, but we also hoped we could find a cloud system that offered us a complete computing platform,” says Weiping Wang, Senior Software Architect at PROS. “This would free us up from managing the Spark cluster ourselves, which would become a much bigger job as we grew.”

Apache Spark for Azure HDInsight offered the compatibility with Apache Spark technology that PROS required—including parallel processing, which multiplied the volume of data that could be processed in a given time. Apache Spark for Azure HDInsight also offered functionality specific to running large computations with vast amounts of data. Jobs could be set up easily—regardless of their size and in a fraction of the time previously required—by spinning up an instance of Azure HDInsight. “Rather than having to configure hardware to keep up with demand, Azure HDInsight allows us to keep up with demand dynamically,” says Wang.

Azure HDInsight also gives PROS an industry-leading SLA, with 99.9 percent availability, to help ensure business continuity and help protect against catastrophic events. Plus, changing the company’s compute platform to HDInsight has helped the company convert manual functionality into automation in its product, making it easier for customers to update their pricing models as their businesses evolve.
In HDInsight, a process that formerly took several days now takes just a few minutes.

Ed Gonzalez
Product Manager, PROS

For more information

▶ Learn more about big-data and analytics solutions on Azure.
▶ Check out the Azure Big Data blog.
▶ Learn about the Microsoft Professional Program for Big Data.
▶ Discover solution architectures for big data and analytics.
▶ Review GitHub code samples and labs for Azure HDInsight and Azure Data Lake.
▶ Browse the Azure HDInsight Frequently Asked Questions on GitHub.

Read the entire PROS case study.

Hear from other customers who are building big-data and analytics solutions on Azure.
Scenario 5: AI
People don’t want to adapt to technology. They want it to adapt to them—to help them “get things done” in a way that’s easy and natural, and that complements how they perceive the world around them, process information, and interact with their surroundings.

Recent advances in artificial intelligence (AI)—the computer simulation of intelligent human behavior—are making this possible to an extent that, only a few years ago, seemed like science fiction. But how can you harness the power of AI within your own apps, augmenting them with human characteristics such as speech, vision, language, and knowledge to make your data even more compelling and useful?

At Microsoft, AI is all about amplifying human ingenuity with intelligent technology. That’s why we’re infusing AI into Cortana, our personal digital assistant; building AI into our database engines for greater performance and security; and equipping organizations with the power of AI through business solutions, accelerators, and practices.

It’s also why we’re building an AI platform with cutting-edge cognition technologies that empower companies to make more intelligent use of data in their apps to delight their customers. For instance, you could use the Microsoft AI platform to deploy predictive analytics on your data.

The Microsoft AI platform: Bringing intelligence to your data

You can use Azure Machine Learning and Azure Databricks, two components of the Microsoft AI platform, to run experiments on and simplify autoscaling capabilities in your own databases.

Azure Machine Learning

The Azure Machine Learning Studio is a fully-managed cloud service that enables you to easily build, deploy, and share predictive analytics solutions. It provides a simple drag-and-drop interface, so you can deploy your model into production in minutes—without writing any code. Experiments can be easily created by connecting datasets and modules in the interactive, visual workspace.

Datasets—A dataset is data that has been uploaded to Machine Learning Studio so that it can be used in the modeling process. Machine Learning Studio includes sample datasets like MPG data for various
automobiles, breast cancer diagnosis data, and forest fires data. You can also upload more datasets as needed.

**Modules**—A module is an algorithm that you can perform on your data. Modules that are found in Machine Learning Studio range from data ingress functions to training, scoring, and validation processes, including converting to ARFF, computing elementary statistics, and creating linear regressions.

Try [Microsoft Azure Machine Learning Studio](https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/machine-learning-service/) for free—you don’t even need an Azure subscription to get started.

**Azure Databricks**

In partnership between Microsoft and [Databricks](https://www.databricks.com/), Azure Databricks is an Apache Spark-based analytics service within the Microsoft AI platform that provides one-click setup, streamlined workflows, and an interactive workspace for collaboration between data scientists, data engineers, and business analysts. It integrates natively with Azure Active Directory and other Azure services to help you build your modern data warehouse and machine learning and real-time analytics solutions.

---

**Figure 8.** The Azure Machine Learning Studio makes it easy to create predictive models and run data science experiments with no coding.
Azure Databricks builds on the capabilities of Spark with:

**Fully manage Spark clusters**—Quickly create and autoscale clusters—even serverless clusters—and share them easily across teams.

**Collaborative workspace**—Explore data, prototype, and run data-driven applications in an integrated environment with interactive dashboards for dynamic reporting.

**Databricks Runtime**—Infrastructure complexity is abstracted, so specialized expertise isn’t required to set up and configure your data infrastructure.

### Customer case study: renewablesAI

Solar energy company renewablesAI wants to revolutionize the solar energy space through artificial intelligence. Their focus for success in solar energy is to bring down the cost to their clients. Their clients get their data from thousands of farms sending thousands upon thousands of messages per second in real time every day, so capturing all of it is a challenge.

Azure Databricks’ integration with Apache Spark makes it easy to quickly spin up clusters with high reliability and performance. Cluster autoscaling lets renewablesAI and their clients ingest tens times more data than before and use all of it—not just a subsample. The notebooks in Azure Databricks also allow their teams to collaborate in real-time using R, SQL, Python, or Scala.

---

It’s increased our productivity by 50%.

**Azure Databricks is the best way to do spot-based analytics, period.**

Declan O’Halloran
Commercial Director, renewablesAI

Watch the renewablesAI case study video.

---

For more information:

- Get credit to try building intelligent solutions with the Azure free account.
- Check out the Azure Machine Learning blog.
- Watch the Ignite 2018 sessions on Azure Databricks.
- Get the e-book on solving big data and AI challenges with Azure Databricks.
Scenario 6: Security and compliance
No matter what you’re building, you need to protect users’ data and ensure compliance with any applicable regulations.

You can do some of this within your app, which is why key security features that are specific to certain Azure services are covered earlier in this e-book, under the relevant scenarios for those services. However, when you rely on a cloud service provider for your infrastructure, you’re also relying on that provider to help you keep your customers’ data secure. It’s the same with regulatory compliance; if the cloud services you’re using aren’t compliant, then neither is your app.

One of the best reasons to use Azure to host your data is to take advantage of its many built-in security tools and capabilities—additional layers of protection that you can use to achieve a defense-in-depth approach. For example, across all scenarios, you can use Azure Security Center for increased visibility and control over the security of all your Azure resources, use Azure Active Directory to help secure access to on-premises and cloud applications, use Azure Key Vault to safeguard cryptographic keys and other secrets used by your cloud apps and services, and use Azure Multi-Factor Authentication to provide even more security for your data and apps.

Microsoft Azure: The trusted platform

The Microsoft Azure infrastructure is designed from facility to applications for hosting millions of customers simultaneously, providing a trustworthy foundation upon which you can meet your needs. Security and privacy capabilities are built-in from the start, beginning with the Security Development Lifecycle (SDL), which addresses security at every development phase and ensures that Azure is continually updated to make it even more secure. Operational Security Assurance builds on SDL knowledge and processes to supply a framework that helps provide secure operations throughout the lifecycle of cloud-based services.

Functional security areas

Depending on the cloud service model, responsibility varies for managing security at different solution layers. Azure provides a wide array of configurable security options so you can customize security to meet your unique requirements.

Security capabilities built into the Azure platform cover all major functional areas, including network security, database security, storage security, compute security, operational security, security monitoring and management, and more. The introduction to Azure security provides an overview of all these areas.
Compliance

In a world where data breaches and government requests for access to online customer information happen daily, you need a cloud platform that helps you ensure regulatory compliance. Microsoft provides the most comprehensive set of compliance offerings, including certifications and attestations, of any cloud service provider.

For example, in May 2018, a European privacy law, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), came into effect. The GDPR imposes new rules on companies, government agencies, non-profits, and other organizations that offer goods and services to people in the European Union (EU), or that collect and analyze data tied to EU residents, and it applies no matter where you are located. Microsoft is committed to GDPR compliance across its cloud services when enforcement begins May 25, 2018, and provides GDPR-related assurances in its contractual commitments.

- Review the list of all Azure compliance offerings on the Trust Center.
- Read the e-book on Microsoft’s Journey to Compliance.
Customer case study: Merck KGaA

Founded in 1668, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany, has grown to become one of today’s leading healthcare, life sciences, and performance materials companies in the world. When the company first replaced several disparate internal platforms with EVA, an integrated digital workplace and social collaboration tool, employees connected to it and other internal applications via a virtual private network (VPN). As the company grew, routing all traffic through its on-premises environment became less and less tenable. And access via VPN didn’t permit the use of multifactor authentication, which the company needed.

The company used Azure Active Directory Premium to give employees highly secure, single sign-on access to both the company’s core cloud-based SaaS services and on-premises applications from their desktop computers or mobile devices. “By using Microsoft Azure, we are able to create a secure platform that allows us to embrace digital opportunities—SaaS applications and mobility device connectivity—that we knew would make our teams more productive,” says Conor O’Halloran, Head of Identity Management for Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany.

With Azure services, we have streamlined our identity environment and made it more secure by giving employees access to a platform we trust in the Microsoft cloud.

Marc Autenrieth
Head of Core Solutions, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany

For more information

➢ Get credit to experience cloud-secured data services with an Azure free account.
➢ Learn more about Azure security at the Azure security documentation site.
➢ Get details on Azure database security.
Innovate faster with Azure data services
With its broad portfolio of data services, Microsoft Azure can help you through any scenario, across your choice of stack, with innovative technology like AI built-in to wow your customers while making you more productive.

The Microsoft Cloud supports more than a billion customers in more than 140 countries and regions, providing a unique platform that helps you achieve your business goals.

Azure supports a fully hybrid architecture, which helps you deliver the functionality you need regardless of where your data or compute power resides: your own datacenter, an Azure datacenter, other public cloud datacenters, or even a mobile device. A hybrid architecture also facilitates a phased approach. For instance, it helps you focus on harnessing the data within your walls before starting to tie-in data from customers, suppliers, and other sources.

**With Azure, you can:**

**Easily build and deploy anywhere.** Use your team’s existing skillsets and tools you know and love to build intelligent apps and deploy without a change in code. Build once, deploy anywhere: in the cloud, on-premises, and to edge devices, with the confidence of global distribution to more data centers than any other provider.

**Create an impact with an open platform.** Choose your favorite technologies, including open source. Azure supports a range of deployment options, popular stacks, and languages, and a comprehensive set of data engines. Capitalize on this flexibility, plus the performance, scale, and security delivered by Microsoft technologies to build apps for any scenario.

**Develop apps with built-in intelligence.** Building intelligent apps using Azure is easy, because no other platform brings analytics and native AI to your data wherever it lives and in the languages you use. Take advantage of a variety of tools to easily introduce AI and machine learning into your databases without any coding.
Wherever your data is, in whatever form it takes, Azure helps you unlock its full potential. Learn more about how your role will transform as your data moves to the cloud with Azure data services, and get credit to try Azure with a free account.

Next steps